GOL announces new
destination: Araçatuba
São Paulo, May 27, 2019 - GOL Linhas Aéreas Inteligentes S.A. (“GOL” or “Company”),
(NYSE: GOL and B3: GOLL4), Brazil’s premier domestic airline, announces a new destination in
the Company's domestic network: the city of Araçatuba, located in the State of São Paulo, will
be served via direct flights to the city of São Paulo.
“We are proud to announce regular flights to this new destination with our modern Boeing 737
jets, which offer Wi-Fi and live TV. These new flights reinforce our São Paulo network expansion,
which aims to strengthen the competitive position of GOL in the State and in Brazil. With these
flights, we now serve a total of 75 destinations, expanding the best-in-class service flight
options already offered to our Customers,” says Eduardo Bernardes, Vice President of Sales and
Marketing. “We believe in our differentiated, high-quality products and services provide the best
travel experience for both corporate and leisure customers,” adds Bernardes.
The new flights to the Guarulhos International Airport will allow fast and easy connections with
other destinations operated by GOL and its partners. With launch scheduled for November,
Araçatuba will have non-stop daily flights and it will be the seventh regional destination GOL
has announced this year. In March, the Company announced regular flights to the cities of
Cascavel, Passo Fundo, Vitória da Conquista, Sinop, Franca, and Barretos. The new destinations
are part of GOL’s plans to increase flights in the state of São Paulo, together with the reduction
of the state taxes on jet fuel - an initiative that is important for developing and incentivizing the
country’s air travel.
GOL will fly this new route with its Boeing 737-700 Next Generation aircraft, which carry up to
138 passengers and will be the largest capacity aircraft to operate on this route. Customers will
have at their disposal all the convenience and comfort already offered on the company's
domestic flights, such as on-board service with free snacks and drinks and the most complete
connectivity and entertainment platform with movies, series and live TV at no additional cost. In
addition, passengers can connect to the in-flight internet service to send and receive messages
and access social networks and e-mail.
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About GOL Linhas Aéreas Inteligentes S.A.
GOL serves more than 33 million passengers annually. With Brazil's largest network, GOL offers customers
more than 750 daily flights to 72 destinations in Brazil and in South America, the Caribbean and the
United States. GOLLOG’s cargo transportation and logistics business serves more than 3,400 Brazilian
municipalities and more than 200 international destinations in 95 countries. SMILES allows over 15
million registered clients to accumulate miles and redeem tickets to more than 700 destinations
worldwide on the GOL partner network. Headquartered in São Paulo, GOL has a team of approximately
15,000 highly skilled aviation professionals and operates a fleet of 120 Boeing 737 aircraft, delivering
Brazil's top on-time performance and an industry leading 18 year safety record. GOL has invested billions
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of Reais in facilities, products and services and technology to enhance the customer experience in the air
and on the ground. GOL's shares are traded on the NYSE (GOL) and the B3 (GOLL4). For further
information, visit www.voegol.com.br/ir.
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